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INSIGHTS

It is always best to avoid entering flooded areas, and if 

possible, to have your facilities professionally cleaned and up 

and running before re-entering. If you must enter areas where 

flooding may still be present, or has recently receded, there 

are a few things to remember that may help keep you and 

your employees safe. A list of some of these items is outlined 

below, as well as a group of links to applicable OSHA and CDC 

documents that may be helpful. No list is exhaustive, so you 

will need to ensure you assess each situation and challenge, 

in order to provide your employees with the appropriate 

equipment and/or assistance.

Applicable Links

• OSHA News Release - Region 6

• CDC/NIOSH - Guidance on Personal Protective Equipment

and Clothing for Flood Cleanup Workers

• CDC/NIOSH - Hazard Based Guidelines: Protective

Equipment for Workers in Hurricane Flood Response

• OSHA - Flood Preparedness and Response

• OSHA - Fact Sheet

Basic Supplies And Needed Items

• A large amount of purified drinking water: The flooded areas 

are not going to have functioning water systems. Both the 

work and the heat in these areas will be compounded by the 

PPE required to work in flooded areas. Larger amounts of 

water than normally consumed will be needed.

• Anything employees can use to provide shade, air movement, 

or other methods of cooling: This may include frequent 

breaks in an air-conditioned cab or cold neck wraps. 

• Plenty of sanitary supplies including toilet paper, hand 

sanitizer, enough water to wash hands, etc.: If employees are 

in the thick of it, there will be no functioning sewer systems.

• Do everything possible to provide showers at the end of the 

day for both your workers and their waders, boots, etc.

• Electrical hazards must be completely avoided. Downed lines 

or other electrical hazards should be a no-go for your 

employees. Only enter areas that have been cleared by a 

power company employee.

• When driving, avoid flooded streets. Do not drive into an area 

with an unknown water depth or unknown conditions of the 

roadbed. Driving through moving water is extremely 

hazardous and should be avoided. This is a very common 

fatality issue in flooded areas.

• Be aware of above ground chemical storage tanks and if 

known or seen, below ground chemical storage tanks. Many 

times they will have released their chemicals in a flood. If you 

smell chemicals, and/or see a sheen on the water, move far 

away from it.

• As time passes, mold will become an issue in residences and 

buildings. If you encounter any visible mold growth, or are 

entering an area 48 hours or more after the water recedes, 

be aware of this hazard. Do not enter buildings with any signs 

of mold growth.

• Be aware that snakes, rodents, and even pets have been 

displaced. Avoid them no matter how much you want to help. 

• Lighting will be in short supply. Headlamps, powerful 

flashlights, and plenty of batteries will be needed. Avoid 

working in the dark as much as possible. 
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https://www.osha.gov/news/newsreleases/region6/06032015-0
https://www.cdc.gov/niosh/topics/emres/ppe-flood.html
https://www.cdc.gov/niosh/topics/emres/ppe-flood.html
https://www.cdc.gov/niosh/topics/emres/pre-workers.html
https://www.cdc.gov/niosh/topics/emres/pre-workers.html
https://www.osha.gov/dts/weather/flood/response.html
https://www.osha.gov/OshDoc/data_Hurricane_Facts/Bulletin2.pdf
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OSHA Recommendations
People involved in flood cleanup should take the following 

precautions:

• Wear a hard hat, safety glasses, reflective vest, gloves, and 

steel-toed work boots.

• In wet environments, stay dry with waterproof gloves and boots.

• Breathe safely and use respiratory protection, especially 

where dust and mold exists.

• Avoid dangerous falls, and use fall protection when working 

more than six feet off the ground.

• Protect your hearing. In loud and noisy environments, 

hearing protection is important.

• Work cleanly. Stop the spread of contaminants and disease 

with proper hygiene and sanitation.

• Wash your hands regularly. Where suitable facilities are 

absent, use hand sanitizer. 

Dewatering and Dehumidifying
This process should be started as soon as possible. The water your 

building was exposed to contained nutrients that will assist mold 

growth. A professional disaster recovery contractor is the best 

resource to get this process started. CDC guidelines recommend 

thorough cleaning and dehumidifying within 24 to 48 hours.

This listing is a basic guide. In assessing dangerous situations, 

always defer to civil authorities.

If you have questions, please do not hesitate to contact your 

Woodruff-Sawyer Account Executive.

As one of the largest insurance brokerage and consulting firms in the US, 

Woodruff Sawyer protects the people and assets of more than 4,000 companies. 

We provide expert counsel and fierce advocacy to protect clients against their 

most critical risks in property & casualty, management liability, cyber liability, 

employee benefits, and personal wealth management. An active partner of 

Assurex Global and International Benefits Network, we provide expertise and 

customized solutions where clients need it, with headquarters in San Francisco, 

offices throughout the US, and global reach on six continents. For more 

information, call 844.972.6326, or visit woodruffsawyer.com. 
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